CONTROLLED SCATTERING OF LIGHT WAVES:
OPTIMAL DESIGN OF DIFFRACTIVE OPTICS
DAVID C. DOBSON

1. Introduction. Di ractive optics is a vigorously growing technology in which optical components are micromachined with tiny features.
Exploiting di raction e ects, devices can be fabricated which perform
functions unattainable with conventional optics. These devices have great
advantages in terms of size and weight, and can be mass produced at
low cost [14]. The current applications are far-reaching, including headmounted displays, projection displays, at panel displays, sensors, image
acquisition systems, anti-glare surfaces, and optical communications components.
In this article, we summarize some recent progress in the optimal design of di ractive structures. The optimal design of di ractive optics is
generally more dicult than the design of conventional (refractive or reective) optics. The added diculty is primarily due to the more subtle
wave behavior|accurately predicting wave propagation through a di ractive device often requires the numerical solution of Maxwell's equations or
a related pde model, while conventional devices are usually well-modeled
by ray-tracing. Optimal design techniques for conventional optics are thus
inadequate for di ractive optics.
One of the most common geometrical con gurations for di ractive
optical structures is a periodic pattern etched into the surface of an optical
substrate, such as the di raction grating shown in Figure 1. The pattern
is often created with a sequential photolithographic mask-etch process,
sometimes combined with the deposition of additional material layers. The
techniques are similar to fabrication processes used in the semiconductor
industry.
Most applications of di ractive optics involve narrow-band radiation,
so models are generally based on time-harmonic waves. Scattering of timeharmonic waves from in nite periodic structures is a classical problem,
dating back to Rayleigh, Floquet and Bloch. A fundamental feature of
the problem is that in homogeneous regions, the scattered eld can be
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period of the grating is generally comparable to the wavelength of the incident beam.
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expanded as an in nite sum of plane waves. In its simplest form, say for
a re ected eld u of two variables, the expansion can be written
(1)

u(x1; x2) =

1

X

n=,1

an ei(nx1+ nx2 );

where the an are unknown coecients. This is often called the Rayleigh
expansion. In the case of a medium with real refractive index k > 0, the
coecients n in the sum (1) are de ned by

p2 2
k , n if k  jnj;
n = ipn2 , k2 if k < jnj.
(

Since n is real for at most a nite number of indices n, we see from
(1) that only a nite number of plane waves in the sum propagate into
the far eld, with the remaining evanescent modes decaying exponentially
as x2 ! +1. The number of propagating modes and the direction of
propagation for each mode is determined by the frequency of the incident
wave, the refractive index of the material, and the period (cell dimension)
of the structure. In the optics literature, the ratio of the energy of a
given propagating mode to the energy of the incoming wave is called the
eciency of the mode. From an engineering point of view, the key feature
of any grating is the eciency of each propagating mode.
A good introduction to the periodic scattering problem can be found
for example in [12, 33]. Descriptions of some additional mathematical
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problems which arise in di ractive optics and industrial applications may
be found in the books [22]{[24].
The speci c problem we discuss here is that of designing the periodic interface in such a way that the propagating modes have a speci ed
phase/intensity pattern. The foundation of this problem is the analysis of
an underlying wave propagation model. In Section 2 we brie y review a
variational formulation of that model: the Helmholtz equation in a periodic geometry. In Section 3 the approximation of the variational problem
by nite elements and some resulting computational issues are discussed.
We then outline formulation of the optimal design problem as a minimization, and describe two fundamentally di erent cases which arise depending
on assumptions about the admissible class of designs. In the rst case,
a large class of pro les is taken as the admissible class, and a \relaxed"
formulation results. In the second case, the admissible class is restricted,
resulting in a \shape design" problem. In both cases, manufacturing considerations must be taken into account in the problem formulation. In
Section 5 we outline a simple minimization scheme for the shape design
problem, and present some numerical results in Section 6. We conclude
with some possible directions for further research in this area. Most of the
material presented here is a summary of previous work. The discussion
on preconditioners in Section 3 is new, as is much of the material on the
shape design problem.

2. The direct di raction problem. In this section we outline a

simple variational formulation for the direct di raction problem. More
detailed accounts can be found for example in [3, 16]. All of the work
described here concerns the in nite periodic geometry. We note that if one
solves the in nite periodic problem then periodic structures of nite extent
can be analyzed using a eld-matching technique due to Kriegsmann [31].
We restrict our attention to the simplest geometrical setting, where
the di ractive structure is constant in one direction, as in Figure 1. Denote
points in IR3 by x = (x1 ; x2; x3 ) and for convenience assume that the
direction of the grating \grooves" is ~x3 . Then the dielectric coecient
(x) is a function of (x1 ; x2 ) only. The periodicity implies that

(x1 + nL; x2 ) = (x1 ; x2); for all (x1 ; x2)
where L is the period, and n is any integer. By rescaling the problem if
necessary, the period L can be taken to be 2.
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The direct di raction problem is then to solve the time-harmonic
(time dependence e,i!t ) Maxwell equations
(2)
(3)

r  E , i!H = 0 ;
r  H + i!E = 0 ;

where E and H are the electric and magnetic eld vectors, respectively,
when a plane wave is incident on the grating from above. In the present
\two-dimensional" geometry, there are three fundamentally di erent situations which arise, depending upon the direction and polarization of the
incident wave:
1. TE (transverse electric) polarization: the incidence vector is orthogonal to the x3 -axis and the E eld is parallel to x3 ,
2. TM (transverse magnetic) polarization: the incidence vector is
orthogonal to the x3 -axis and the H eld is parallel to x3 ,
3. Conical di raction: the incidence vector is not orthogonal to x3 .
These problems are essentially listed in order of increasing diculty. In the
rst case, Maxwell's equations reduce to a simple scalar Helmholtz equation model for the E eld. In the second case, Maxwell's equations also reduce to a simple scalar model (this time for the H eld), but the regularity
of solutions is reduced. For the third problem, a full vector model generally needs to be retained, although the geometry is still \two-dimensional".
All three cases, as well as the case of the full Maxwell equations in three
dimensions have been studied extensively in the engineering and mathematical literature; see for example [1, 2, 6, 11, 13, 17, 20, 25, 27, 32] and
the references therein. For simplicity, here we only consider the rst and
simplest case, TE polarization.
Let E = u ~x3 where u = u(x1; x2 ) is a scalar function. The Maxwell
equations then reduce to the Helmholtz equation:
(4)

(4 + k2)u = 0 ; in IR2 ;

where k is the index of refraction: k2 = !2. Let k12 = !21  and k22 =
!22 , where ! is the frequency,  is the magnetic permeability (assumed
to be constant), and 1 and 2 are the constant dielectric coecients in the
transmission medium and substrate material, respectively. The constants
k1 ; k2 can be complex in general (nonzero imaginary part corresponds to
absorbing material). We assume that Im k1 = 0, i.e., the transmission
medium is non-absorbing.
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Let S be a simple curve in IR2 , 2-periodic in x1 and bounded in the
x2 direction. The curve S represents an interface between the transmission
medium and the substrate material. See Figure 2. We de ne the refractive
index k(x) in IR2 by
(
above S;
k(x) = kk1 ifif xx lies
lies below S
2
We wish to solve the Helmholtz equation (4) when an incoming plane wave
u = ei x1 ,i 1x2
is incident on the interface from above (x2 = +1). Here
= k1 sin ; 1 = k1 cos ;
and , 2 <  < 2 is the angle of incidence. It is dicult to solve (4) directly
in the unbounded domain IR2 without additional regularity assumptions
on S , which facilitate integral equation formulations. Our approach is to
instead reformulate the problem in variational form. To do so requires
reducing the original problem over IR2 to an equivalent problem on a
bounded domain.
We are interested in \quasiperiodic" solutions, that is, solutions u
such that u = ue,i x1 is 2-periodic. It is easily seen that if u satis es
(4) then u satis es
(5)
(4 + k2 )u = 0 in IR2;
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where the operator 4 is de ned by

4 = 4 + 2i @1 , j j2:
We will henceforth deal only with solutions of equation (5), and so we drop
the subscript . Since both u and k are now 2-periodic in the x1 variable,
the problem is reduced to solving (5) with periodic boundary conditions in
x1 . Equivalently, we consider (5) on the quotient space Q = IR2=f2Z; 0g,
where Z = f0; 1; 2; : : :g. Let b > maxfjx2j : (x1; x2 ) 2 S g and de ne
the periodic strip = fx 2 Q : ,b < x2 < bg, and the two in nite regions
1 = fx 2 Q : x2 > bg and 2 = fx 2 Q : x2 < ,bg, above and below ,
respectively. De ne the boundaries ,1 = @ 1 , and ,2 = @ 2 .
Our intention is to nd u on the domain . This requires appropriate
boundary conditions on ,1 and ,2, which are derived next. We make use
of nonlocal \exact" boundary operators. First u is expanded in a Fourier
series:

u(x1; x2) =

(6)
where un(x2) =
cients

1 R 2
2 0

n
j(

X

n2Z

un(x2 )einx1 ;

u(x1 ; x2)e,inx1 dx1. De ne for j = 1; 2 the coe-

) = ei j =2 !2kj2 , (n + )2

1=2

; n 2 Z;

where
j

= arg(!2kj2 , (n + )2); 0 

j

< 2:

We henceforth assume that kj2 6= (n + )2 for all n 2 Z , j = 1; 2. This
condition excludes \resonant" cases|where waves can propagate along
the x1 -axis|and ensures that a fundamental solution for (5) exists inside
1 and 2 . It then follows from knowledge of the fundamental solution
[13] that u can be expressed as a sum of plane waves:
(7)

uj j =

X

n2Z

anjei jn(

)x2 +inx1

; j = 1; 2;

where the anj are complex scalars. Imposing a radiation condition on (7)
ensures that u is composed of bounded, outgoing plane waves in 1 and
2 , plus the incident incoming wave u in 1 . Matching (6) and (7) then
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leads to an explicit expression for uj j , in terms of the Fourier coecients
of the traces uj,j :
8
i 1n ( )(x2 ,b) ;
>
n 6= 0; in 1 ;
< un (b)e
i
(
x
,
b
)
,
i
x
i
(
x
,
2
b
)
1
2
1
2
1
2
un(x2 ) = > u0(b)e n + e
,e
; n = 0; in 1 ;
:
,
i
(
)(
x
+
b
)
2
2
un(,b)e
;
in 2 :
This expression can be di erentiated with respect to x2 and summed to
obtain
X
@u
n ( )un(b)einx1 , 2i e,i 1 b ;
=
i
1
1
@x2 ,1
n2Z
X
@u
n ( )un(,b)einx1 :
=
,
i
2
@x2 ,2
n2Z
De ne the operator Tj by
X
(8)
(Tj f )(x1 ) = (,1)j+1 i jn( )fneinx1 ; j = 1; 2;
n2Z

where fn are the Fourier coecients of f . Since the coecients jn grow
roughly like jnj, it can be easily established that each Tj : H 21 (,j ) !
H , 12 (,j ) is continuous. We have
@u j ; j = 1; 2;
Tj (uj,j ) = @x
,j
2
in other words, Tj is a Dirichlet{Neumann map. The operators Tj de ne
\transparent" boundary conditions on @ .
The scattering problem can be formulated as follows: nd u 2 H 1( )
such that
(9)
(4 + k2 )u = 0 in ;
(T1 , @x@ )u = 2i 1e,i 1 b on ,1;
(10)
2
@
(11)
(T2 , @x )u = 0 on ,2:
2
Notice that conditions (10), (11) already incorporate an \outgoing wave
condition" by the construction of the Tj operators. The formulation (9){
(11) admits a variational form: u 2 H 1( ) satis es
Z
Z
Z
2
2
2
(12)
ru  rv , (! k , )uv , 2i (@1 u)v
0

,

0

Z

,1

(T1 u)v ,

Z

,2

0

(T2 u)v = ,

Z

,1

2i 1 e,i 1bv
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for all v 2 H 1( ). Here ,j represents the dual pairing of H , 21 (,j ) with
H 12 (,j ). It can be shown that (9){(11) admits a unique weak solution
u 2 H 2( ) for all k 2 L1 suciently small, and more generally for all but
a discrete set of k1 , k2.
The TM polarization case can be modeled similarly. Assuming that
the elds and geometry are invariant in the x3 direction, the magnetic
eld vector H is pointed along the x3 direction, i.e., H = u ~x3 , where
u(x1 ; x2) is a scalar function. The Maxwell equations (2), (3) reduce to
r  ( k12 r u) + u = 0; in IR2
where the operator r is de ned to be r + i( ; 0). Since k is a xed
constant in j (j = 1; 2), one may derive the boundary conditions for u
on ,j using the same recipe as above, which leads to a corresponding weak
form. Details may be found in [6].
R

3. Computational issues.
3.1. Finite element method. As outlined in the previous section,
the TE di raction problem can be posed in variational form: nd u 2
H 1( ) such that
(13)

a(u; v) = (f; v); for all v 2 H 1( );

where a is the sesquilinear formRde ned in (12) and (f; v) is the functional
de ned by (f; v) = ,2i 1 e,i 1b ,1 v.
In the standard fashion, let fS h : h 2 (0; 1]g denote a family of nite dimensional subspaces of H 1, usually taken to be a space of piecewise
polynomials which satis es some approximation assumptions. The parameter h stands for the maximum mesh size after partitioning into simple
subdomains. The usual nite element approximation uh to the solution
u of (13) would be de ned by

a(uh; vh) = (f; vh); for all vh 2 S h:
However, in any real implementation, the nonlocal boundary operators Tj
must be approximated. Perhaps the simplest approximation is by truncation, i.e. Tj is replaced by
(TjN f )(x1) =

X

jnj<N

i jn( )f (n)ei

n x1

:
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This leads to a slightly di erent nite element problem
(14)

aN (uhN ; vh) = (f; vh); for all vh 2 S h;

where aN is the form arising from the truncated operators. The convergence of the approximations uhN is not obvious. However, Bao [5] was able
to prove the following.
Theorem 3.1. There exist h0 2 (0; 1] and an integer N0 independent
of h0 , such that for h 2 (0; h0 ) and N  N0 , the problem (14) attains a
unique solution uhN . Moreover, the following estimates hold

ku , uhN kL  Ch(h + N ,1=2 );
ku , uhN kH  Ch;
2
1

where C is independent of h and N .
Thus \optimal" error estimates are obtained provided N is on the
order of h,2 .
Bao [6] has also proved nite element convergence results for the TM
polarization case. The techniques developed in [6] should extend to the
analysis of the convergence properties of the nite element method for
the case of Maxwell's equations in biperiodic structures. Variational approaches have already been applied to solve 3D biperiodic di raction problems for Maxwell's equations [1, 17].
3.2. Preconditioning. The nite element discretization from above
tends to generate linear systems that are sparse but non positive de nite,
and non-Hermitian. Standard iterative linear systems solvers often exhibit slow (or no) convergence when confronted with these systems. Still,
iterative solvers can be very ecient when combined with an e ective preconditioner. Eciency is extremely important, since the direct problem
may need to be solved many times in the design optimization process.
One preconditioner for the Helmholtz equation (9){(11) can be developed as follows. For simplicity, assume that the incident wave is normal.
Simple estimates indicate that the di racted eld is relatively insensitive
to locally averaged perturbations in the refractive index. Thus a rough
approximation to the inverse of the scattering operator could be obtained
by averaging the refractive index in one direction and solving the resulting
direct problem, i.e., solve

(15)

(4 + a~)u = f in ;
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(T1 , @x@ )u = g1 on ,1;
2
@
(17)
(T2 , @x )u = g2 on ,2;
2
R 2
where a~(x2 ) = 21 0 k2(t; x2 )dt. Since a~ is constant in the x1 -direction,
one can separate variables with the Fourier transform to obtain a sequence
of odes:
( d , n2 + a~)un = f^n in (,b; b);
dx2
dun (b) = i n , g^ ;
1n
1
dx2
dun (,b) = i n , g^ ;
2n
2
dx2
n = 0; 1; 2; : : :, where un(x2 ) are the Fourier components of u in the x1
variable.
Now suppose that the original scattering problem has been discretized,
say with piecewise bilinear nite elements on an N1  N2 grid. Denote the resulting nite element matrix by A. Using the fast Fourier
transform in the x1 -variable and a nite-element discretization in x2 of
the system above, one can approximately solve the system (15){(17) in
O(N2 N1 log N1) time. Denote this solution operator (the preconditioner)
by B .
Plots of the normalized eigenvalues for a prototypical nite element
matrix A, and of the preconditioned matrix BA are shown in Figure 3.
For this example, the incident wavelength is slightly less than the period of the structure. Notice that A has eigenvalues clustered around the
origin, indicating poor conditioning. On the other hand, none of the eigenvalues of BA are near the origin and most of its eigenvalues are closely
grouped. Computational tests with the Orthomin iterative solver have
indicated that for incident wavelengths on the order of the grating period and substrate refractive indexes which are comparable to the index
of the transmission medium, this preconditioner can increase eciency on
the order of 10-fold. We anticipate that similar preconditioners can be
developed for the TM polarization case and the full Maxwell equations.
4. Approaches to the optimal design problem. The general
form of the design problem we consider is: determine a di ractive structure
which generates a speci ed \output" for a given incident beam, or range
(16)
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of incident beams. The \output" usually consists of the far- eld intensity
pattern of the scattered eld.
The grating design problem can be approached in various ways. One
commonly used approach is based on the Fraunhofer approximation [10]
for the di racted eld. Under this approximation, optimal design of the
di ractive structure can be formulated as a \phase reconstruction" problem. The phase problem is often solved computationally with methods
related to the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm [21, 26], or optimization-based
methods [15]. Other design methods based on asymptotic approximations
have been proposed [28].
Although advantageous in terms of simplicity and computational efciency, design methods based on approximations to the underlying pde
model can yield sub-optimal results. A more accurate approach is to retain
the full pde. In [16] and [18], the variational formulation was employed
to model the direct problem, and the design problem was solved by a
relaxation approach. This approach is summarized in Section 4.1. The
variational approach was introduced in [3] for solving optimal photocell
design problems; while the relaxation optimization method for general
design problems was rst proposed in [30].
An alternative to the relaxed design approach is to view the problem
as a shape optimization. The formulation of such a problem is given in
Section 4.2. A minimization method for solving the shape optimization is
outlined in Section 5, and some numerical results are given in Section 6.
Details of this work will appear elsewhere [19].
We note that several articles carrying out analytical work for deter-
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mining periodic interfaces in the context of inverse problems have recently
appeared. See [4, 9, 29] for uniqueness and stability results.
4.1. Relaxed optimal design. Recall from Section 2 the geometrical con guration: we are given a periodic curve S  which de nes
the grating pro le. The material above S has refractive index k1 and the
material below S has index k2 . To make explicit the dependence of the
refractive index on S , de ne
(
2
S;
aS (x) = kk12 ifif xx isis above
below S:
2
We then consider the problem
(4 + aS )u = 0 in ;
(T1 , @x@ )u = 2i 1e,i 1 b on ,1;
2
(20)
(T2 , @x@ )u = 0 on ,2:
2
Suppose that the materials, the period of the structure, and the frequency of the incoming waves are xed. There are then a xed number of
propagating modes, each of which corresponds to an index n for which the
propagation constant jn is real-valued. Let us de ne two sets of indices
of propagating modes
(18)
(19)

j = fn integer :

n
j

is realg; j = 1; 2:

The set 1 contains the indices of the re ected propagating modes; 2
corresponds to the transmitted modes. The coecients of each propagating re ected mode are determined by the Fourier components of the trace
of u on the boundary ,1:

rn = un(b)e,i 1 b
for n 6= 0, n 2 1 ;
,
i
1b
r0 = u0(b)e , const: for n = 0:
Similarly, the coecients of the propagating transmitted modes are
(22)
tm = um(,b)e,i 2 b for m 2 2:
Writing the re ection and transmission coecients as vectors
r = (rn)n21 ; t = (tm)m22 ;

(21)
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denote the pair (r; t) = F . The coecients rn and tm , and hence F , are
functions of the interface pro le S . Denote this dependence by F (aS ). A
general optimal design problem is to nd a pro le S such that F (aS ) is
as close as possible to some speci ed di raction pattern q. Asking that
F (aS ) is close to q in a least-square sense, one obtains the problem
1 kF (a ) , qk2 :
min
J
(
a
)
=
S
S
2
aS 2A
2
The choice of the admissible set of coecients A is important. To achieve
a well-posed optimization problem, there are two general routes. The rst
is to choose a relatively small admissible set, compact with respect to the
topology induced by the map J (aS ) and thus ensuring that the problem
has a solution. This has the possible side-e ect of introducing \arti cial
constraints", which could result in sub-optimal designs.
The other route is to begin with a large class of admissible curves, and
\relax" the problem, enlarging the admissible set to include appropriate
\mixtures" of materials. This can be accomplished as follows. Take the
set of all continuous simple curves S  as admissible. Denote this set
of pro les by S . De ne the set of admissible coecients:
A~ = faS : S 2 Sg:
We want to nd the closure of A~ with respect to the functional J . Consider
A = fa = k22 + k12(1 , ) : 2 L1( ); 0   1; g;
which could be described as the set of all mixtures of the two materials.
Under the assumption of low-frequency waves, it can be shown that
problem (18){(20) has weak solutions for any refractive index a 2 A. Furthermore, one can bound kukH 1( ) independent of the particular mixture
a 2 A [16]. We can then de ne for each mixture a 2 A corresponding
re ection and transmission vectors r(a), t(a). Using weak convergence
arguments, it can be shown that for each a 2 A, there exists a sequence
an 2 A~ such that r(an) ! r(a), and similarly for t(a). In this sense, A is
the closure of A~ with respect to F (a).
We can then formulate the \relaxed" minimization problem
(23)
min
J (a) = 21 kF (a) , qk22:
a2A
Such problems are studied in [18], where numerical results are also presented.
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One could of course generalize and specify a range of incidence angles,
or a range of frequencies (or both). One such problem involving the design
of antire ective structures was studied in [16], where existence of solutions
to the minimization analogous to (23) is proved, again under the assumption of low-frequency waves. Several examples of optimal antire ective
structures are also illustrated.
4.2. Shape design. A practical diculty with the relaxed optimal
design approach is that it can generate structures which are prohibitively
expensive or dicult to fabricate. One remedy is to use total variation constraints in the minimization in an e ort to generate \simple" designs [18].
This approach can generate designs composed of homogeneous \blocks"
of material. Still, this is not the most satisfactory approach in all cases.
Recall that the relaxed formulation was obtained by taking a relatively
large class S of admissible interface pro les. Another natural route is to
instead restrict the admissible interfaces S to those given by the graph of
a bounded function s(x1 ). This can be done within the general framework
of the variational approach.
This suggests the problem
(24)
min J (s) = 21 kF (s) , qk22; subject to: kskL1  b0 < b
where F (s) is the di raction pattern corresponding to the grating pro le S
determined by the graph of s. Without further constraints on s, one would
not expect that a solution to (24) would exist in general, due to the possibility of oscillatory minimizing sequences. Unfortunately, \smoothness"
constraints on s would not be appropriate, since mask-etch type manufacturing processes generally produce pro les with corners. Thus requiring
that s is smooth eliminates manufacturable designs from the admissible
class.
One convenient quantity which measures oscillations but allows corners is the total variation seminorm
Z
TV (s) = js0(x1 )j dx1 :
Thus we are led to consider the problem
min J (s) = 1 kF (s) , qk22;
2
(25)
subject to:
TV (s)  M;
kskL1  b0 < b:
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The following result is proved in [19].
Theorem 4.1. For suciently low-frequency incident waves, the
constrained minimization problem (25) admits a solution s 2 BV .
5. Minimization by gradient descent. A simple numerical approach to the shape design problem is to discretize the interface pro le as
the graph of a sum of step functions

s(x1 ) =

(26)

N

X

j =1

sj j

where j is the indicator function in the interval [(j , 1)h; jh) and h is the
cell width in the x1 direction. Any s in the form (26) with jsj j  b0 automatically satis es TV (s)  2Nb0 , so one could proceed with the numerical
minimization without explicitly enforcing a total variation constraint. Of
course, for N large, minimizing sequences could still be \too oscillatory"
to be useful in any practical design. In this case TV (s)  M should be
explicitly enforced.
Consider application of the gradient descent method to nd local minima of problem (25). For the sake of simplicity, assume that the total
variation constraint is not enforced. The gradient of J (s) can be found
using an adjoint-state calculation.
Let us view J (s) as a map over some subset D of L2(0; 2). Let s be a
small perturbation to a continuous \background" function s, and consider
the linearized response DJ (s)(s) of J (s) to s. Formally, DJ (s)(s) =
RefDF (s)(s)  (F (s) , q)g, where DF (s)(s) denotes the linearization of
F . The components of DF are
,i 1 b Z
Drn(s)(s) = e 2
u e,inx1 ;
,1
,i 2 b Z
e
Dtm (s)(s) = 2
u e,imx1 ;
,2
where u solves the linearized problem
(4 + as)u = ,s (k22 , k12)su in ;
(Tj , @ )u = 0 on ,j ; j = 1; 2:
@
Here s is the measure de ned by
Z

fs =

Z

0

2

f (x1 ; s(x1)) dx1:
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for functions f on . Viewing the domain of DF as L2 (0; 2), the adjoint
DF (s)() is de ned by

DF (s)(s)  q =
for q = ( ; ) with
solve

2

Z

0

s  DF (s)(q) dx1 ;

= ( n )n21 and  = (m)m22 . Let w 2 H 1( )

(4 + as)w = 0
in ;
i
b
1
@ )w = , e X einx1 on , ;
(28)
(T1 , @
1
2 n21 n
@ )w = , ei 2b X  eimx1 on , ;
(29)
(T2 , @
2
2 m22 m
where Tjf = , P i jnfneinx. Notice that this adjoint problem for w represents waves propagating into . With an integration by parts calculation,
one nds that
(27)

DF (s)(s)  q = (k22 , k12 )

Z

0

2

s(x1 ) (wu)(x1; s(x1 )) dx1

We then make the identi cation DF (s)(q)(x1 ) = (k22 , k12 )wu(x1; s(x1 )),
and the gradient of J (s) is given by G(s) = Re fDF (s)(F (s) , q)g, or

G(s)(x1) = Ref(k22 , k12)wug(x1; s(x1));
where w solves (27){(29) with ( ; ) = F (s) , q. Since both w and u are
in H 2 and hence have continuous representatives, G(s)(x1 ) is well-de ned
pointwise.
Unfortunately a gradient descent step de ned by s1 = s0 , tG(s0),
t > 0 does not necessarily lie in the computational domain . Thus we
de ne a projection operator P by
(
minff (x1); b0 g if f (x1 )  0;
(Pf )(x1) = max
ff (x1); ,b0 g if f (x1 ) < 0;
where b0 < b.
Straightforward gradient descent would then proceed as follows:
1. Choose an initial guess s0.
2. For j = 0; : : :convergence, set sj+1 = P (sj ,tj G(sj )) for a suitably
chosen step parameter tj .
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Computationally, this algorithm is slow but generally e ective. Techniques to improve the eciency of the basic algorithm have been developed
for the relaxed design problem [18]. The general idea is to take advantage
of the underlying pde model by viewing it as a constraint and performing inexact solves following infeasible point techniques from constrained
optimization. The same ideas can be applied to the shape optimization
problem. Further details, as well as a description of the incorporation
of the TV constraint into the algorithm, and modi cations to allow for
intensity-only di raction patterns can be found in [19].

6. Numerical experiments. In this section we describe some nu-

merical results for the shape design problem. Some earlier results were
presented in [8].
Consider rst the design of an \ideal array generator", a di ractive
structure which splits a single normally incident plane wave into several
equal intensity transmitted modes with 100% eciency. Such a devices
would be useful, for example, in optical communications interconnections.
We choose k2=k1 = 1:5 (approximately a glass/air interface) and take the
incoming wavelength such that the grating supports seven transmitted
orders. We specify that all transmitted orders have equal energy and all
re ected orders have zero energy. Using a at pro le as an initial guess,
and no total variation penalty, the shape optimization method produced
the pro le shown in Figure 4. The structure is essentially 100% ecient
(up to discretization and roundo error). This pro le is simple enough to
be approximated well by a stepped grating using the \mask-etch" fabrication process. A comparison of relaxed and pro le designs for ( ve-order)
array generators can be found in [8]. The relaxed designs have the disadvantage that they specify regions with intermediate-index materials,
seriously complicating the fabrication process.
It is interesting that some problems converge well to reasonable proles without explicit regularization, as with the problem above, while others appear to have nonconvergent minimizing sequences. As an illustration, consider the problem of maximizing the energy in the +1 transmitted order, given a normally incident plane wave on a grating which
supports nine transmitted orders. Such structures are useful for example
in waveguide couplers. The material parameters are again taken such that
k2 =k1 = 1:5. Figure 5 shows a design for such a structure obtained from a
phase reconstruction method. This design is very intuitive and it directs
70% of the incident energy into the +1 transmitted order. Using the pro-
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Fig. 4

le in Figure 5 as an initial guess, after approximately 200 steps of the
minimization algorithm, the pro le in Figure 6 was obtained. This pro le
directs approximately 99.9% of the incident energy into the +1 transmitted order. One can clearly see the nearly undisturbed plane wavefront
exiting the bottom of the structure at an angle. However, the interface
is very complicated and undesirable from the point of view of fabrication.
An intuitive explanation of the complicated shape of the pro le is that the
design is seeking a relaxed \mixture" by oscillating rapidly: the underlying
problem may have a minimizing sequence which does not converge.
The oscillatory behavior can be corrected, possibly at the expense
of some eciency, by applying the total variation constraint. Figure 7
shows a pro le obtained solving the same problem with the constraint
TV (s)  12:9. The resulting di raction eciency is 95%. This pro le is
suciently \nice" to allow approximation by a \stepped" pro le which can
be directly fabricated using a mask-etch process. Such an approximation
is shown in Figure 8; note that the eciency decreases to 87%, but that
the structure is still much more ecient than the ramp pro le of Figure 5.

7. Directions for further research. The work described here was

limited to the two-dimensional model in TE polarization mode. This is
restrictive, as real devices often use other polarization modes (as described
in Section 2) and other geometries. Extension of the results described here
to other models is not immediate, primarily because the behavior of the
surface pro le-to-electromagnetic eld map is fundamentally di erent (and
perhaps more interesting) in these cases. In addition, three-dimensional
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geometries present a computational challenge, requiring the development
of very ecient solution procedures.
In a slightly di erent direction, the need exists for optimal design
techniques for certain nonlinear structures. For example, one particularly
interesting structure is based on the phenomenon of \grating enhanced
second-harmonic generation". In these devices, a nonlinear optical material with relatively large second-order susceptibility tensor is either applied
over a di raction grating, or a grating structure is etched into the surface
of a nonlinear optical crystal. When an intense \pump" beam is applied,
a second-harmonic eld (at twice the pump frequency) is generated. Thus
for example, coherent blue light can be generated from a red pump laser.
The nonlinear susceptibility is generally very small, and thus the intensity
of the second-harmonic eld is weak. It has been found that the grating
structure can signi cantly enhance the second-harmonic conversion eciency [34]. Presumably the enhancement is due to increased pump eld
intensity within the nonlinear material near grating resonances. This effect has recently been studied analytically and computationally [7]. The
optimal design question arises: which nonlinear grating structures maximize second-harmonic conversion eciency?
An enormous variety of other structures and devices|both linear and
nonlinear|are currently being developed in the optical engineering community, presenting a wealth of important optimal design problems. Understanding the mathematical properties of these problems and developing
e ective computational techniques to solve them will be an essential, enabling component of future technological development in the area.
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